
So I want to carry my
baby...

where do I start?
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This is a common wail from many new mums who’ve become convinced of the benefits of babywearing
(http://www.mamanatura.co.uk/articles.htm?article=3) but feel a bit befuddled and all at sea about the huge
variety of slings and the confusing jargon out there. I remember hearing people discussing stretchy versus woven,
asking “can I eke out a DH with a 5 or would I be better with a 6?” or “I think I need a HB or possibly a FB”, or, “I
love my ring sling” or even, “someone told me I’d find an Ergo or a Wompat more comfortable than this buckle
one I bought in the department store.”

But soon enough, once you meet some sling users and get to know them and try things out, this strange
language becomes second nature and all makes perfect sense. In many ways it’s like being part of a club – a global
one, spanning cultures and centuries, and bringing people together in their local areas and around the world.

So, where do you start?

Sling experts will usually recommend avoiding mass-produced high street carriers, such as the BabyBjorn
or the Mamas and Papas or Mothercare versions. This is because there is a risk of worsening any hip dysplasia by
the legs-dangling-down position. Babies naturally want to keep their legs in a spread-squat position, which aids
optimum hip development.  Furthermore, babies’ spines are much better off being allowed to settle into natural
physiological positions (a “C” shape rather than the more adult “S” shape, which develops later, once baby can sit
or crawl). Carriers that have baby in a front facing outwards position can put inappropriate pressure on the spine
to straighten out, rather than curve naturally, and can encourage legs to dangle straight down and be kept
together, rather than being supportive to the hips in a spread position.

 Lastly, small babies need to be able to switch
off from an over-stimulating world and fall asleep
safely, which is hard to do when facing outwards. A
baby in a tummy to tummy position (ie facing
inwards) will be able to nestle his head easily into his
mother and close his eyes contentedly and fall asleep,
and even feed, if required. These links have some
excellent explanations.

http://blog.ergobaby.com/2012/02/facing-inward-or-outward-the-physiological-aspects/

http://www.hipdysplasia.org/developmental-dysplasia-of-the-hip/prevention/baby-carriers-seats-and-other-
equipment/

NEWBORN to SIX MONTHS

STRETCHY WRAP

If you have a newborn or a baby under six months, most people will start with what’s called a “stretchy”
wrap. This is usually a long piece of jersey style elastic fabric that is between 4 and 5 metres long, and can be
wrapped around your body to create a snug pocket your baby can nestle into. One size (usually) fits all! It is
important to ensure your baby is high enough in the carry to be “close enough to kiss”. Please see the TICKS
leaflet for more!



WOVEN WRAPS

Some people also like to use woven wraps, if they are more familiar with sling use. Woven wraps are also
long parallelogram shaped pieces of fabric, anything from 2 to 7m long, and have their own “sizes” a bit like shoe
sizes, not at all related to the actual length in metres. They are woven in a particular way to provide strength with
a little bit of give, and feel very different from a piece of cotton you might buy in a haberdashery shop.

For small babies, most people would want a size 6 wrap (4.6m) as this allows several layers of fabric to be
wrapped around the baby for good support and head protection. Most people will use a particular carry called a
Front Wrap Cross Carry (http://www.wrapyourbaby.com/frontwrapcrosscarry.htm) as they start out, and then
progress to some more adventurous carries, including back carries, as baby gets stronger and has excellent head
and neck control. These woven wraps are not elastic and stretchy, so are not usually pre-tieable, but come in a
huge range of fabrics, colours and patterns, something to suit everyone. Most people will start off with 100%
cotton as it softens up easily. Well known brands include Girasol, Didymos, Storchenwiege, Hoppediz,
Lenny Lamb, Oscha, and Amazonas. All are easy to find on Google or Facebook. Good quality second hand
wraps are easy to find as well and there is a thriving “for sale or trade” community.

    

The first two of these babies are in front wrap cross carries, the third in a kangaroo carry, and all are “close
enough to kiss”.

Your local sling meet or sling library should have some good resources for borrowing a wrap and showing
you how to use it, YouTube videos can be very helpful as well, and don’t be put off by the jargon and terminology
– it all becomes second nature soon, and we have a helpful glossary on our website.

RING SLINGS
Ring slings can also be very useful for simple carries. The fabric provides support for a child who is resting

on the hip (it can also be used for front carries with very small babies). The child sits in a pouch of fabric, which is
slung over one shoulder and through a pair of sturdy rings, which allow the fabric to be adjusted for optimum
weight distribution.  A good quality ring sling put on properly can be very comfortable for a reasonable amount of
time as the weight is not simply hanging from one shoulder. Babies are kept upright or cradled with head above
knees rather than cradled flat, (again to prevent their chins falling onto their chests). If they fall asleep, the fabric
will provide head support. They are easy to adjust for breastfeeding. They come in different shoulder styles – our
website has more information. Do see your local sling meet or library for help.

The carry that is used most frequently and is safest is an upright tummy to tummy
position, with three layers of fabric and two passes of material under the bottom and
between the legs, keeping baby secure, usually known as a pocket front cross
carry/hug hold etc. This is usually pre-tied and baby can be slipped into the pocket,
and easily put in and out again as needed. The sling can be left on the parent’s body
all day rather than being taken on and off, which can be extremely useful. More
upright positioning is better, usually, than a more flat cradled position, as baby’s
neck is less likely to be bent forwards with chin resting on chest, which can impair
breathing. Many mums are able to breastfeed in a stretchy wrap.

Some easy-to-find brands of stretchy wrap are Kari-me, Moby, Sa-Be and
Boba. A variant of this simple stretchy wrap is the Close carrier, which has rings for
greater adjustability. They are all fairly similar in texture and stretchiness, and any
good sling library should have a few different brands for trying out.



    

MEI TAI CARRIERS

A Mei Tai is an Asian inspired carrier that is made of fabric. A fabric panel has two straps at the bottom
end that are tied securely around the waist, and there are two straps from the top of the panel that go over the
parent’s shoulders and are then wound around the body and tied in a variety of ways. The baby will sit in the
pouch created by the fabric panel. They can be worn on the front or the back, and are very soft and flexible, and
being only made of fabric, are very adjustable and comfortable.

Some of the more popular brands of Mei Tai are Babyhawk, Melkaj, Kozy Carrier, HopTye,
DidyTai, Monkey Mei Tai, Simply Mei Tai. All can be found on Google and many have their own Facebook
pages.

    

Learning how to put them on is easy with front carries – wrap the bottom straps around your waist and
tie at the back, with the panel hanging down over the waistband like an apron. Hold your baby close to your chest,
bring the panel up over baby’s back, and while supporting the panel and the baby with one hand, bring the
shoulder straps up and over each shoulder, cross the straps over your back, bring the straps around under baby’s
bottom, cross again and tie off.

Back carries can be more tricky but become much easier with practice. Sling meets and sling libraries are
always happy to help, and YouTube has somc good videos.

BUCKLED CARRIERS

If you’re not sure about long lengths of fabric, a good option is a buckle carrier. This has a padded
waistband, and your baby will sit in a pouch made by the fabric panel, and then there are straps from the top of
the fabric panel that you wear over your shoulders, rucksack style. Most buckle carriers can be worn on the front
and on the back, and as long as your child’s legs are supported from knee pit to knee pit, can last a while. Some
come with newborn inserts to raise baby further up into the pouch.

Babywearing experts do not recommend certain types of buckle carrier that are readily available in high-
street shops (see above). Many of these high-street mass produced carriers distribute the weight on the parent’s
shoulders and frequently people feel the need to stop using slings as baby just feels too heavy in this style of
carrier; this does not have to be the case – there are many carriers that distribute weight much more evenly
around the body and are extremely comfortable.



    

There are a very large number of brands on the market; the best thing, as one size definitely does not fit
all, is to find your local sling library or sling meet and try things on. Some of the better known and well-loved
brands for smaller babies are Manduca, Ergo, Connecta, Sleepy Nico, Babies in Space, Boba, Beco,
Rose and Rebellion.

HALF-BUCKLE CARRIERS For those people who like the soft flexible feel of wraps but appreciate the
convenience of a buckled carrier, there are hybrids available, known as half-buckles. These are usually hand-
made from a woven wrap, and have a structured waistband, a fabric panel, and then long straps of wrap fabric
with no buckles on the end. These long straps can be put over the shoulders and then wound round the baby for
extra support and then tied safely. Many people find the wrap fabric straps are more comfortable and adjustable
than buckled straps which can only be tightened and adjusted as much as the webbing will allow.

    

SIX MONTHS UPWARDS

By now many parents will find that stretchy wraps are not supportive enough, and inquisitive babies will
be wanting to look around at the world. At this point, lots of people give up on slings (especially if they have tried
a mass produced buckle carrier) but there are many more months and even years of babywearing ahead if you’ve
enjoyed it and want to carry on!

    

Most stretchy wraps will no longer be supportive enough, but woven wraps allow front, hip and back
carries for years to come. The techniques are easy to learn, best to find your local sling meet for this, or try
YouTube! One wrap can last until school begins and beyond. Many people will have shorter wraps for quick up



and down carries as children become more and more mobile and want to walk for periods of time; the shorter
length means the putting-on of the sling is quicker and easier, and the multiple layers for head support are not as
essential.

Ring slings can also be very useful for quick up and down carries for older children. The fabric provides
support for a child who is sitting on the hip, and the rings allow very quick release for a child who wants to get
down!

Mei Tais come in larger sizes as well, you just size up as needed! Buckle and half-buckle carriers come in
toddler and preschool sizes – those that have newborn inserts can just have those removed, and once your child is
outgrowing the carrier, it is easy to sell it on and replace it with a bigger size.
Lastly – slinging is great fun, both for you and for your child. It makes life a lot easier and can be a real blessing if
you have more than one child… we at Sheffield Slings love carrying our children and our facebook group is a great
place for sling chat and advice, as well as general parenting support (most of us tend to prefer natural/attachment
parenting principles) and encouragement. Many of us have become firm friends through the group. We meet
frequently and flexibly, all over the city, in cafes or people’s homes or in toddler groups and are in the process of
setting up some fixed meets for those who like to plan well in advance. You can find us at www.sheffieldslings.com
and we have a group and a community page on FB.

We look forwards to meeting you!

 www.facebook.com/sheffieldslings

@sheffieldslings           Sheffield slings
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The UK Sling Libraries Network
http://www.ukslinglibraries.co.uk/

The UK Sling Meet website
http://www.slingmeet.co.uk/


